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What’s on this month

Date Meeting, excursion, walkabout or group event Speaker/convenor
Thurs 8 Oct Meeting: AGM
Sun 11 Oct Canola fields: Boorawa–Harden Laurie Westcott/Bob Crawshaw
Sat 17 Oct Learning night photography: Breadalbane Rob Wignell
Tues 20 Oct Tidbinbilla Rob Wignell
Tues 24 Oct Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson
Sat 27 Oct DIGSIG Norman Blom

Meetings
7:30 pm: Woden Senior Citizens Club, 12 Corinna Street, Phillip and via Zoom

Second Thursday of the month for general meetings;  
fourth Tuesday for DIG SIG (Deakin Soccer Club, 3 Grose Street, Deakin)

Volume 28 – Issue 9: October 2020

Next meeting: Thursday 8 October – AGM



Reports

President’s report
This is my first AGM President’s Report and I would like to 
thank all the Club members for their continued involvement 
with the Club despite the Covid-19 lock down and continued 
restrictions. It hasn’t been the easiest year for any of us with 
bushfires that never seemed to end, and then no sooner had 
the rain finally come and put out the fires and we were all able 
to start relaxing a bit, then the Covid-19 pandemic started and 
we all got put into lock down.

Despite this, I think we have risen to the challenge and kept 
engaged and involved. What this year has shown to me is that 
the Club continues to maintain its core values, as set out in its 
constitution “to practise and improve photography in a flexible, 
relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere”. I believe the success of 
the Club over the years and particularly this year, has had a 
lot to do with these values and I trust the Club will continue to 
preserve these values while meeting future challenges.

The Club has a great group of members who take on diverse 
roles to keep the Club functioning. I’m glad to say that this 
has continued supporting the work of the committee and in 
particular I appreciate that it makes the job of President a lot 
more manageable.

I would like to thank the Committee members for their support 
over the year:

• Tim Heenan
• Dennis Lovatt
• Ann Gibbs-Jordan
• Nicky Bazley Smith
• James Grigg

In addition, the Club wouldn’t function as well without these 
contributors:

• Website manager: Brian Moir;
• Newsletter  ed i tor  and  Yearbook  coord inator 

Alison Milton, and all the members who contributed 
to the newsletters and Yearbook;

• The DIGSIG and Portrait Interest Group coordinators: 
Norman Blom and Malcolm Watson;

• events and excursion coordinators: Helen Dawes, 
Rob Wignell, Laurie Westcott and Bob Crawshaw; and

• to all those who organised excursions, and presented or 
organised presenters, my heartfelt thanks.

Events worthy of note for 2020 included:

• meetings continued via Zoom (other than April, which 
unfortunately had to be cancelled) during the lock 
down and we started running a hybrid Zoom and 
face-to-face meetings from September for the rest of 
2020 and possibly early 2021;

• we had our first ever overseas presenter, Mark Pain, 
present from the UK via Zoom;

• we published the 10th successive Yearbook highlighting 
members’ photography;

• members organised many excursions and walkabouts, 
and we only had a 2 month shut-down during the 
peak of the Covid-19 pandemic when Government 
regulations did not permit meetings or gathering of 
any type;

• we maintained regular special interest group meetings: 
DIGSIG and the portrait interest group; and 

• we are continuing our relationship with the Woden 
Seniors Club and hope to be there for some time yet.

The Club has now been in existence for 30 years, with a few of 
the very early members still regularly in attendance. We had 
planned to have a get together in May to celebrate our 30 year 
anniversary but the pandemic put paid to that and continues 
to make it impossible. Sadly, I think we have to put any plans 
for a gathering on hold for the foreseeable future. Perhaps we 
can consider a 31 year anniversary in 2021.

Julie Taylor 
President

September Dig-Sig report

The September Dig-Sig meeting concerned HDR photography. 
The pros and cons of HDR photography were discussed, as 

were several different methods of producing an HDR photo. 
A copy of the material covered in the HDR presentation will 
be posted on the SSCC website. It is hoped that the meeting 
encouraged some to give HDR a try and that it showed HDR 
to be useful to take photos in certain difficult, high contrast, 
lighting situations.

Norman Blom 
Dig-Sig convenor

Jerrabomberra Wetlands excursion report

This morning’s outing to the Jerrabomberra Wetlands was 
initially sunny, with winds arising and subduing bird activity 

fairly quickly.

The outing was hosted by Helen Dawes who gave us a broad 
outline of the area and the means to find our way around. 
Unfortunately bush fires have killed millions of birds and the 
choice of water habitat is now wide spread. I’m told by an 
experienced observer that consequently, this year has the least 
variety of species in 30 years.

The occasion was capped by coffee at a nearby establishment.

My main purpose here is to make some basic observations for 
bird photography and I’ll summarise my thoughts as follows:

A group of people will frighten away birds, especially with talk 
and movement.

I was asked extremely basic questions, for example, what f 
stop do I use? Some have recently asked similar questions 
about shutter speeds. My preferred f stop is ‘wide open’, but 
my lens is sharp when wide open. My preferred ISO is 640 
or less for bright light and 1250 or more for low light. I use 
denoising software to abate excessive noise in images. I tend 
to accept the shutter speed resultant from my standard ISO’s, 
BUT, I am constantly aware of reasons to vary the exposure. 
Such reasons are light/dark subject, movement, environmental 
factors such as rain etc., and against bright light. It ain’t easy! 
It’s challenging!

Hugely more important is observing birds’ behaviour. As with 
humans, their body language is a predictor of their next move, 
which can then be anticipated. For example, a bird pooping 
would indicated that it’s most likely to soon fly off, thus alerting 
an aware photographer of a possible flight shot. A bird lifting 
off a perch with it’s legs still trailing makes for a potentially nice 
photo. Two birds approaching each other could foretell conflict 
or mating, either of which makes for action in the image, 
should that be desired. A bird walking past another could stir 
up some action. Observers of raptors know that many other 
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species would chase them off and/or fight them, thus alerting 
to possible action shots.

Light is controllable by time of day or clouds, shade, etc. Wing 
position may be chosen via high frames per second and by 
angle of view.

Variety of birds notwithstanding, common species doing 
extraordinary things make for unusual imagery. Reflections 
combined with activity such as eating prey, preening, fighting, 
mating, etc can enhance an intended image.

An outing such as today’s could disappoint some. It takes time 
to develop an eye for spotting a bird, more time to identify 
a bird’s behaviour and much more time in other aspects of 
field craft such as approaching the subject. And there are 
other subjects: kangaroos were fighting earlier on; there are 
insects, water rats and platypus. There are landscapes, either 
macro or broad. 

Earlier on there was nice dew on grass images to be had, and 
the other wild life – humans such as cyclists and joggers with 
their contraptions and garb.

In other words, be flexible, attuned to the surroundings and be 
responsive: shoot first and ask questions later. Awareness of 
the multitude of influences comes from experience and repeat 
visits to an area, After a while one becomes aware of certain 
commonly used features such as dead trees, a shady path or 
the locality of commonly sought prey/food. Micro habitats are 
important. Shrubs with flowers attract birds. Dense, untidy 
shrubbery attracts small wrens, etc.

I’ve been photographing birds for five years and learn some-
thing new on most occasions. I’ve been very fortunate to have 
met up with experienced photographers whom I regard as 
mentors, who are non-critical and are thereby very supportive.

Some may have enjoyed the outing on account of the social 
occasion of being with like-minded persons. Others may have 
found scope to progress their interests. After my initial suc-
cess I also struggled to find recordable material, relying upon 
experience to persist.

Allen Bills

I found a mob of male roos fighting for dominance, There was 
one female roo and at times she sought shelter in a deepish, 
narrow creek whilst eight or nine male roos fought over the tribal 
hierarchy. There were no holds barred. At times a roo cooled off 
by walking into water. There was no kick-boxing at all. I watched 
for 45 minutes and left the roos still fuming over the leadership 
and chasing each other around the paddocks. The series of 
photos was obtained by arriving very early, approaching slowly 
and being amazed at their behaviour.

It was brutal

These Moore Hens had already settled their relative 
status and proceeded with spring-time rites.  Photo 
obtained though sitting in a hide and anticipating the birds’ 
behaviour.
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Sunday 13 September: Outing to 
Black Mountain Nature Reserve 
report

Despite cool and overcast conditions 
on the day, 8 members were happy 

to walk the Link and Old Weetangera 
Road Trails loop to see what photo 
opportunities were on offer. Providen-
tially, recent rain had brought out a host 
of early orchids, sun dews, and lichens, 
some hakea and grevillea, among others.

The conditions provided good light 
for the lichens, flowers and bark pat-
terns on trees, but proved trickier for 
photographing  birds high in the trees. 
Fortunately, the group were prepared 
to get down low and some birds obliged 
at lower levels.

While there was plenty to occupy us all 
for 90 minutes or so and having walked 
along the Link Trail to part way down 
the Old Weetangera Road, there was 
an unstated recognition calling time to 
head back to the cars and on to Aranda’s 
“Two B4 Ten” cafe. Despite the crowd, 
we amazingly gained an outside table 
undercover (thanks Rob) enabling those 
who correctly navigated their way, to 
partake of nice coffee (roasted on site) 
and sweet potato chips (thanks Helen) 
and indulge in pleasant discussion about, 
‘anything’.

Laurie Westcott

Next meetings
October Dig-Sig meeting

Following positive feedback after a 
RAW photo challenge conducted last 

year, I have chosen to repeat this exercise 
at the October Dig-Sig meeting.

The idea behind a RAW photo challenge 
is to demonstrate and to compare 
the ease of use and abilities of a few 
post-processing software available (e.g. 
Photoshop, Lightroom, Luminar, Darkta-
ble, ON1 Photo RAW, Capture One, etc.). 
Prior to the meeting one (or possibly 
two) volunteers will process the same 
RAW file using one of the post-processing 
software, then at the meeting, they will 
run through the individual steps used to 
produce the final image.

Could you please let me know if you are 
keen to participate and demonstrate one 
of the post-processing software.

I also need to know who would like to 
attend the October Dig-Sig meeting in 
order to book a suitable room in the 
Deakin Football Club.

Norman Blom 
Dig-Sig convenor

Next outings

Sunday 11 October: Canola fields 
around the Boorowa to Harden area
After some years of trying, we will get 
there this October. After good late 
winter rains, the reports are of bumper 
crops and amazing bright yellow fields 
covering rolling hills. 

We meet at the car park on Victoria 
Street, Hall at the intersection with 
the Barton Highway for car pooling at 
7.45 am for an 8 am departure. 

The distance is about 310 kms and 
4 hours driving, not counting breaks for 
photos and refreshments. 

The route is from Hall to the Hume high-
way near Yass, turning onto the Lachlan 
Valley Way to Boorowa (100 kms); turn 
off, short of Boorowa, onto Cunningar 
Road for Harden (30 kms) to drive 
through hills and fields of canola with 
the sun on our backs or over our left 
shoulder (no cafe in Harden – could 
visit Murrumburrah, the Barnesstore 
Emporium and Cafe may be open for a 
quick refresher (6 kms); then take the 
Jugiong Road to Jugiong (40 kms) for 
lunch (St George Hotel the Long Track 
Pantry Cafe or BYO to eat in the town 
park).

Bring your camera gear and spare 
batteries, water, appropriate clothing 
for the day, lunch if wish not to purchase.

Expect to be back at Hall carpark about 
3–3.30 pm.

Laurie Westcott (0407 544 263) and 
Bob Crawshaw

Saturday 17 October: Night 
photography – St Brigids Church 
at Breadalbane
This night photography event is 
aimed at teaching the basics of night 
photography, especially for those who 
haven’t tried it before.  

J o h n  M i t c h e l l ,  w h o s e  i m a g e s 
h a v e  a p p e a r e d  o n  t h e  A B C ’s 
canberraweatherpics, has kindly offered 
to help with much of the technical 
details for this outing.

The location is about 75 km north of 
Canberra, far enough away that the 
night lights won’t have too much effect 
on the sky.
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Current list compiled by Helen Dawes, Rob Wignell, Laurie Westcott and Bob Crawshaw and subject to change. 
Forward queries/suggestions to outings@southsidecameraclub.org

Outings and excursions cannot happen without your help. If you are able to fill the gaps contact:
outings@southsidecameraclub.org

Date Meeting, excursion, walkabout or group event Convenor/speaker
Sun 8 Nov Civic streetscapes Laurie Westcott
Thurs 12 Nov Meeting
Thurs 19 Nov Captains Flat Bob Crawshaw
Tues 24 Nov DIGSIG
Sat Nov 28 Portrait Interest Group
Thurs 10 Dec Meeting: Year-end Show & Tell
Sun 13 Dec Christmas gathering by Lake Burley Griffin
Tues 12 Jan 2021 9:00 am meeting at the Arboretum to discuss Outings etc. All 

members invited
Committee

We propose to run a carpool and limit the event to 10 
participants so that everyone can get some good instruction 
and experience.  If more than 10 participants register, I will 
keep a reserve list and contact you if someone drops out.

The aim is to get to Breadalbane before 8:00 PM so that we 
have time to set up and be ready for the Milky Way to appear.  
We plan to finish taking images between 9:00 and 9:30 and 
return to Canberra around 11:00 pm.

We will use St Brigids as the foreground with the Milky Way 
above the church.   John Mitchell will bring some lights to light 
up the church in the foreground.

John and I have a “Plan B” for taking urban night shots in 
Canberra if the weather forecasts too much cloud for taking 
shots of the Milky Way.

The night of 17 October is the best weekend evening for 
night photography in October.  It coincides with Election Day 
in Canberra but we think that night photography is more 
interesting than election results.

To register for this event, please email:

rob_wignell@hotmail.com

Your email should include your full name, a contact number, 
your suburb, and an indication of whether you can provide a 
lift or need a lift.  

If more than 10 people register, I will create a reserve list in 
case anyone drops out.

I will send details covering what to bring and things to do in 
preparation for a ‘night shoot’ to everyone who registers for 
this outing.

For information.

Rob Wignell 
0416 055 322
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Online resources
Digital Photography Review

Photoaccess – Manuka Arts Centre

Red River Paper – sign up to receive emails that contain good 
articles that are primarily about photographic printing but 
also on a wide range of photographic topics.

U3A newsletters

Each month we get the newsletter from the U3A Camera 
Club and post it onto our web site as they don’t have their 
own web site. There is a lot of good information in it. If you 
haven’t seen the U3A newsletter on our web site you might 
like to have a look.

From Paul Livingston
Paul has been a regular online resource and also a former 
President of the Club.

Canon online store closes September 2020

Canon secretly cools R5 overheating

Australian photographer wins Minimalist Photography Awards

The top 3 basic portrait photography settings

Black and White photo editing tips

How to photograph smoke

Five tips on pricing your work as a photographer

The dynamics of diagonal lines

Two horizon photo tips for better landscape photos

Seven mistakes to avoid in landscape photography

Monochromatic colour photography tips

Silhouette photography tips

Comparing High Speed Sync vs Neutral Density Filters for 
Portraits

Five quick tips for photographing People Outdoors

Why carrying too much photography gear is a bad idea

Photo tips for rain and clouds

Tree photography tips and techniques

Bird photography tricks in your own backyard

Night photography: Try it

Exercises to improve your wildlife photography

Importance of layers in Photoshop

Bird photography: staying sharp and focused

Three oddly simple reasons why storytelling will make you a 
better photographer

Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority, or Manual Mode?

Contrast and temperature in Colour Photography

Daytime Long Exposure photography tips

Water droplet photography tips

Wave blending tutorial for seascape and waterscape 
photography

Seven unexpected items that may help with a photo shoot

Sky photography tips and techniques

Wildlife photography: mirrorless vs DSLR cameras

Exhibitions/competitions
Prizes are for either $1000 or $2000.

Water is one of our most precious resources. It keeps us 
healthy, nurtures our plants and sustains our wildlife. At Icon 
Water we think it’s time to celebrate the value of water in our 
everyday life, so we’ve joined forces with Floriade to launch 
a photo comp!

We’re calling on all ACT and Queanbeyan–Palerang residents 
to embrace their creative spirit. Show us the value of water 
as we welcome spring back to our beautiful city.

Each photo must align with one of the following themes:

 1. Water - our most precious resource

 2. Water - the environment and/or animals

 3. Floriade blooms in Canberra.

Submissions Open: 12 September 2020

Submissions Close: 31 October 2020

Visit the web site for more detail and Entry forms 
 (https://www.iconwater.com.au/photocomp)

The Club online

Web site
www.southsidecameraclub.org/

Please send material for the web site to 
webmaster@southsidecameraclub.org

Facebook

flickr
Links to the Club’s Facebook and flickr pages are available on 
the Club’s web site under the images / members on line page.

To join you will need a Facebook and/or a flickr account.

• Go to the groups page
• Search for Canberra Southside Camera Club
• Click on the ‘Join Group’ button.

The request to join will be sent to the president as the 
group moderator. If you don’t get a confirmation within a 
day or two email president@southsidecameraclub.org
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Equipment list

Item Custodian Contact email
Elinchrome studio lighting equipment Julie Taylor & Mark Stevenson shinboner266@gmail.com
Colour Munki screen and printer calibrator Rod Burgess canberrarod@hotmail.com
Fixed lighting kit: stands, light sources, extras Claude Morson claudemorson@gmail.com

From the Editor
Club outings are now going ahead and providing some nice photos for inclusion in the gallery. Thank you to all who have written 
reports on outings both past and upcoming, and to everyone who has provided photos.

There look to be some interesting outings this month with some members pre-empting them with photos for this month F22 
Gallery. Helen Hall and Bob McHugh have already been photographing the vibrant canola fields, while John Mitchell, Iain Cole  
and Luminita have all been busy with night photography. Both of these subjects will be tackled by members this month.

Keep up the good work.

Alison Milton 
F22 Editor

Office bearers

Committee
President Julie Taylor president@southsidecameraclub.org
Treasurer Tim Heenan treasurer@southsidecameraclub.org
Secretary Dennis Lovatt secretary@southsidecameraclub.org
Ordinary member Nicky Bazley-Smith
Ordinary member Ann Gibbs-Jordan
Ordinary member James Grigg
Non-committee positions
Walkabout/excursion Laurie Westcott, Rob Wignell, Helen Dawes outings@southsidecameraclub.org
DIG SIG Norman Blom digsig@southsidecameraclub.org
Portrait Interest Group Malcolm Watson 0451997 376 portrait@southsidecameraclub.org
Newsletter Editor Alison Milton 6254 0578 newsletter@southsidecameraclub.org
Website Manager Brian Moir 0414 834 249 webmaster@southsidecameraclub.org
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F22 gallery

Patterns and rust from an Australian building icon- corrugated iron
Ann Gibbs-Jordan
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

What are they for?  Barton Highway before Murrumbateman
Ann Gibbs-Jordan
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F22 gallery

Bob Crawshaw

This year my Duntroon Class celebrates the 50th anniversary 
of our graduation. COVID has laid waste to our reunion plans 
so I’m helping a classmate develop an online commemorative 
catalogue. Part of the project has involved taking pictures of 
the uniforms we wore as cadets in the sixties. These are on 
display in the small but very professional Royal Military College 
Museum.

Taking pictures in a museum environment is difficult - 
background distractions, glare off  glass cabinets and LED 
lighting that ruin exposures.

With the help of some very smart friends we finally managed 
to profile the uniforms without the awful background clutter 
of swords, caps and capes. These pictures feature a ‘blues 
ceremonial jacket’ - the type worn when our class paraded 
before HM The Queen on her 1970 visit to Australia.
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Moonset, Molonglo Reach
Bob McHugh
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F22 gallery

Japanese Gardens, Cowra
Helen Hall
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Waterfall Japanese Gardens, Cwra
Helen Hall
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F22 gallery

One hour time exposure - 5 mile reserve
Iain Cole
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Looking for a mate:- White Spoonbill in mating plumage, Gogeldrie Parkf
Iain Cole
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F22 gallery

Wondillalong gate, Grenfell
John Mitchell
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Wondillalong Harvester, Grenfell
John Mitchell
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F22 gallery

Silo art Panorama, Grenfell 
John Mitchell
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Darter preening
David Raff
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F22 gallery

Male Superb Fairy Wren
David Raff
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Pelican
Peter Keogh
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F22 gallery

Nice pose
Subramaniam Sukumar
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Mating damselflies
Helen Dawes
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F22 gallery

Algae and water
Ann Gibbs-Jordan
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Art of Jim Seaton, Weddin Mts.  A man who used every scrape of building material he could lay his hands on to build his sheds
Ann Gibbs-Jordan
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Silo art, Weethalle, NSW
Ann Gibbs-Jordan
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Spring Willandra National Park, white daisies and billy buttons
Ann Gibbs-Jordan
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Moonset, Molonglo Reach
Bob McHugh
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The blessing and the curse, Harden
Bob McHugh
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Spring rebound
Bob McHugh
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Hobby Falcon, Tharwa
Diane Cutting
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Brown Gosshawk in Magpie nest where he had killed and eaten the Magpie chicks and was not going anywhere fast even with mum and dad Magpie dive bombing him, Pt Hutt Pondage
Diane Cutting
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HTau Emerald Dragonfly, Pt Hutt Pondage
Diane Cutting
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Storm light
Giles West
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Sundews after the rain
Giles West
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Japanese Gardens and Cherry Blossom, Cowra
Helen Hall
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Canola fields
Helen Hall
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Canola and sheep
Helen Hall
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Arboretum
Helen Hall
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River Bend, Gogeldrie Park
Iain Cole
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Prince Albert Viaduct - Gundagai
Iain Cole
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Night Photography : Prince Albert Viaduct
Iain Cole
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The view from the caravan , 5 mile reserve
Iain Cole
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Harvester & star trails, Grenfell NSW
Iain Cole
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Immature Superb Fairy Wren with grub
David Raff
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Swans with cygnets
David Raff
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Reflections
David Raff
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Taken on a farm close to Goulburn, NSW
Luminita Lenuta
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Taken on a farm close to Goulburn, NSW
Luminita Lenuta
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Taken on a farm close to Goulburn, NSW
Luminita Lenuta
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Taken on a farm close to Goulburn, NSW
Luminita Lenuta
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Taken on a farm close to Goulburn, NSW
Luminita Lenuta
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Early morning mist over Lake Burley Griffin
Mark Stevenson
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Lake Burley Griffin
Mark Stevenson
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Sulphur-crested Cockatoo
Mark Stevenson
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Masked Lapwing in flight
Mark Stevenson
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Mark Stevenson
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Sunrise
Peter Keogh
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Hardenbergia, Black Mountain
Subramaniam Sukumar
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Bawley Point
Robert Triggs
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Bawley Point
Robert Triggs
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Bawley Point
Robert Triggs
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F22 gallery F22 gallery

Bawley Point
Robert Triggss
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Bawley Point
Robert Triggs
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Waking up
Alison Milton
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